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Introduction

A box of Kleenex was the only thing I had to offer my sob-
bing patient who was experiencing low—okay, let’s face 

it, no—sexual desire. It wasn’t like a lack of sex was going to end 
her long- term, loving relationship, but she still felt a huge sense of 
loss not having that connection with her husband anymore. And 
even though I was the urologist who’d cured her bladder cancer, I 
found I wasn’t equipped to help her at all with this much- less- life- 
threatening problem.

As I handed her the tissues, I thought, I’ve been to med school. I’ve 
spent the past ten years operating in the pelvis. I’ve looked at more vul-
vas than 99.9 percent of the people in the world. So why don’t I know 
what to do? (And by the way, I’m also married with kids and have 
my fair share of sex. Still nothing.)

Thinking back to when I was a urologist in training, I realized 
there had been plenty of lectures about the penis but none about the 
female homologous structures. While I learned everything there is 
to know about male sexual function, it was like the clitoris—the 
female equivalent of the penis—didn’t even exist. The rare times 
women’s sexual issues actually made it into the conversation, the 
“experts,” who were all males, seemed to write women off as com-
plex and mysterious. It was like, Don’t ask too many questions, we’re 
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the professionals here, this is too complicated to be understood—and 
besides, we don’t know anything either.

Clearly, I was going to have to educate myself for this patient as 
well as any others who might come to me looking for advice in the 
future. Furthermore, I was just curious. Why DIDN’T I know this 
stuff? Did anyone know this stuff? And could MY sex life get better 
as a result of this knowledge?

I also had an inkling there might be a lot more unspoken and 
unanswered questions women had about sexual health (though I 
had no idea at the time just how many there would be). I went on 
a quest to find out everything I could about women’s sexuality. I 
started telling anyone who would listen what I’d learned.

Since then—in my private urology practice, popular podcast, 
and weekly (sometimes daily!) Instagram Live Q and A sessions—
I’ve met a lot of other women who, like the crying patient I felt 
helpless to help, think they’re broken because they don’t desire or 
enjoy sex as much as they think they “should.” Who are saying yes 
when a lot of the time what they really mean is no, and then won-
dering why they’re not having desire or fun. Who aren’t confident in 
themselves, can’t communicate about their sexual needs, and don’t 
even know how the female sexual body works.

So let’s kick things off with a bang—pun intended—by clearing 
up that misconception: YOU ARE NOT BROKEN. Not only that, 
but it’s time to stop “should- ing” all over your sex life. Thinking 
you’re the problem is a huge burden to put on yourself, and I want 
to take that weight off you right now. Lack of desire or not enjoying 
sex “enough” isn’t your fault and it’s all fixable. I’m going to tell you 
everything you need to know to have a more satisfying sex life start-
ing today. Seriously. Step one you already know—stop it with all the 
“shoulds.” Self- abuse with shame and guilt is not sexy.

My mission is to help women understand how everything we’ve 
learned about sex is wrong. Most of us didn’t get a sex education, we 
got a “disease and reproduction prevention plan.” While knowing 
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how to protect yourself from diseases and avoid getting pregnant 
when you don’t want to is valuable, it doesn’t have anything to do 
with female desire, arousal, pleasure, and orgasm.

I want to show you how our bodies and brains really work, in 
addition to how society uses our sexuality against us, so you can 
start having great sex again (or maybe even for the first time in your 
life). This book is for anyone partnered or not, cis- hetero or not—
but being partnered in a heterosexual relationship actually has its 
own specific challenges for women, which we will discuss thor-
oughly here.

Just the Facts!

Since med school failed to teach me—along with all the other doc-
tors out there—about female sexual function, I made an appoint-
ment with Dr. Google. She led me directly to the International 
Society for the Study of Women’s Sexual Health (ISSWSH), which 
was actually started twenty years ago by a urologist, Dr. Irwin Gold-
stein. Yay, urology! Who knew? (Dr. Google, apparently.) I started 
attending meetings, taking advantage of their educational opportu-
nities, and connecting with other people who care about women’s 
sexual health—doctors, nurse practitioners, sex therapists, psychia-
trists, and physical therapists. We’d all found our way there because 
we wanted to help our patients who seemed to have nowhere else 
to turn.

At the same time, I started reading everything I could get my 
hands on about the subject. Most of the books I found were either:

1.  call your vagina a yoni; breathe into your spleen (I didn’t 
make this up; it actually said that in a sex help book I read); 
celebrate your princess goddess warrior. Lawd. Many of 
us don’t have a religious practice, time to meditate for a 
half an hour a day, or want to study tantric breathing. Yes, 
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mindfulness is an amazing way to cultivate pleasure in 
your life and we will cover it here, but if it’s just another 
“should” on your to- do list, forget about it. Besides, if we 
all had eight hours a day to spend on our yoni, I’m pretty 
sure we wouldn’t be feeling like we didn’t have the time, 
energy, or desire for sex. Or

2.  academic design, small font, written to impress colleagues, 
and using language and a format so dense you need a PhD 
to understand or care about it. I have found some seriously 
dry books about sex, which I previously didn’t even know 
was possible. These books aren’t interesting to the average 
human. Too stuffy and unapproachable.

A small percentage of the books were amazing, though, like Becom-
ing Cliterate by Dr. Laurie Mintz, Come as You Are by Emily Nagoski, 
and She Comes First by Ian Kerner. This last one, written for men, 
is chock- full of great information, short sentences, and declarative 
facts. I thought to myself, Women need a book like this—Female Plea-
sure 101, not How to Have Seventeen Different Types of Orgasm with 
Your Candle- Scented Yoni.

I capped off my journey by becoming a life coach. I know; I still 
groan at this name too. How the heck did a surgeon sign up for this 
woo- woo? Because it is basically ancient philosophy harnessed 
to help us see our thoughts and challenge them. I was a neurosci-
ence major in college, so I love the brain, and as a urologist, I am 
already intimately acquainted with female anatomy. Life coaching 
brings together awareness of our own thoughts, the psychology of 
the mind, and the physicality of the body parts. I get to use all the 
best wisdom available to empower women to have the best sex lives 
possible.

And so here we are. I wrote the book I believe needs to exist for 
women like you and me, who just want the facts about sex without 
a heaping serving of unobtainable cosmic bliss on the side. It is the 
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book I wish I had as a younger woman, and that my daughters will 
now have to refer to when they are old enough to read it.

Who’s the Real Authority Here, Anyway?

Are you thinking to yourself, Hey, maybe that patient of yours just 
didn’t ask the right KIND of doctor for help with her sex drive? I hear 
you, but no. Most people assume ob- gyns would be the go- to spe-
cialty—I know I did—but they’re often too busy helping women 
have babies and dealing with birth control, unruly periods, STDs, 
and menopause to take on something as unlifesaving as low libido.

The fact is, there is no “right” doctor to see for female sexual 
concerns. I ran into an old medical school friend who is a practic-
ing ob- gyn physician at an ISSWSH conference. When I asked, 
“Why are YOU here?” she told me gynecologists don’t get any 
training on women’s sexual health either. Mic drop. Who is taking 
care of the people sleeping with the people I—as a urologist—am 
giving Viagra to?

No medical specialty owns this space. It’s not surprising when 
you consider Western medicine is quite patriarchal and focuses 
on acute illnesses, not chronic “lifestyle” concerns or preventative 
medicine. Everything was conceived from the male perspective and 
this is what gets passed down.

Not fun fact: Elizabeth Blackwell, the first woman admitted to 
an American medical school, was basically let in as a dare. “The fac-
ulty, assuming that the all- male student body would never agree to a 
woman joining their ranks, allowed them to vote on her admission. 
As a joke, they voted ‘yes,’ and she gained admittance, despite the 
reluctance of most students and faculty.”1

Our medical system was created for and by men. Case in point: 
until recently, clinical trials for most medications on the market 
were tested on males only. Since women are not just small men, 
this is a big problem. Ignoring half of the population leads to limited 
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focus on women- specific issues like pregnancy, menopause, pelvic 
pain, and female sexual function. Medical school curriculum also 
barely skims over sex ed. During my entire course of study, only 
a single classroom session was devoted to sexuality. I remember 
a video of elderly people having intercourse that the class giggled 
through. I think the point was that everybody can be sexual despite 
age or disability—great message—but no one ever explained that to 
us or delved further into the subject. Watching septuagenarians roll 
around once was the full extent of our sex- positive education as I 
remember it.

When I was a medical student interviewing for urology, I was 
told to do a fellowship (additional training after residency) to spe-
cialize in a niche like cancer or kidney stones so I didn’t “have to 
see women.” It is just assumed that women are difficult, challeng-
ing, and take up too much time. Despite that offensive line of think-
ing, urologists in general have the funniest and best personalities 
of all medical specialties, which made it very appealing to me. (In 
case you’re wondering: no, I never did that fellowship. I was never 
repulsed by women or their pelvis or their “issues.” So here I am.)

The Education Gap

So of course I had no idea what to tell the woman crying in my 
clinic! Like most people, no one ever taught me about female desire, 
arousal, or pleasure—not my parents, high school sex ed teachers, 
or even medical school professors—let alone how to stoke it or 
recover lost desire. I had to learn the way we all do, through sexual 
partners, equally misinformed friends, unrealistic Hollywood mov-
ies, and trial and error. That’s not exactly a recipe for great sex.

As of October 1, 2020, thirty states and the District of Columbia 
require public schools to teach sex education,2 only twenty- two of 
which are required by law for that instruction to be medically accu-
rate. A mere eight states and the District of Columbia are mandated 
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to teach about consent, and this is mostly all new since 2019.3 (This 
might be why many women feel like they have a difficult time saying 
no to sex, or end up having it because someone else wants to.)

Let’s pick on Texas just for a second: 58 percent of schools there 
teach abstinence only, and 25 percent don’t teach sex ed at all.4 How 
do they expect people to have a healthy sex life with such a lack of 
education?

Even when sex ed is taught, it is so fear- based—it’s all about avoiding 
pregnancy and STIs. No one ever talks about how sex is SUPPOSED 
to feel great and be fun, or heaven forbid, how to actually bring about 
that kind of enjoyment, or that normal couples with great relation-
ships can still be flummoxed and devastated by sexual issues. When I 
tried to find out how many states teach about pleasure, I couldn’t find 
any. Through Planned Parenthood, I finally learned ZERO states are 
required to include pleasure in their education, which means no one 
is teaching it at all. No wonder we’re so messed up about what we’re 
supposed to be doing and feeling in bed.

I’m thrilled to say that I’m now helping close this sexual educa-
tion gap. But here’s the thing: as a surgeon, I have only fifteen to 
thirty minutes with a woman in my office. That isn’t a great amount 
of time to break down the three to six decades of bad education, 
body issues, orgasmic inequality, mountains of shame, noncon-
sensual sex, and so many “shoulds.” Unfortunately, due to the way 
our medical system works, my clinic isn’t the best place for your 
education.

Get In On the Conversation

All this combined is probably why the whole time I was becoming a 
“sexpert,” there was a voice in my head telling me, You need to find 
a way to reach more people than you see in clinic—women NEED to 
know and hear this. I tried ignoring that voice for six months but 
she finally got so annoying, I bought a microphone attachment for 
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my cell phone, went into my closet (I’d read somewhere clothing is 
good for acoustics), and started my podcast You Are Not Broken. An 
exciting ascent up the Apple charts later, I discovered my deep dive 
into sexual medicine was both timely and necessary: women have 
SO MANY unanswered questions about sex, desire, orgasm, meno-
pause, and more. My podcast—and this book—are your safe, com-
fortable place to learn how to undo the patterns of blame, shoulds, 
and social conditioning and learn to love the sexual body you have. 
Yes, woman, you were born to be sexual and enjoy it!

#lifecoach advice: always listen to that little voice inside 

your head. They say she is your future self, calling you 

forward. Mine wanted me to be a leader in the women’s 

sexual health revolution. Where will yours take you? What 

are you going to do with this one great life?

Now that I’m a sexual medicine expert, I just can’t keep what I’ve 
learned to myself. It’s too important for women to know what 
they’re experiencing is common and normal. And even beyond that, 
it doesn’t take a lot of work or money to start desiring and enjoying 
sex more.

What’s most profound to me is that none of what I’m about to 
tell you is new. It’s not like we just found out vaginal penetration 
alone doesn’t do it for most women but luckily we recently discovered 
the clitoris! Plenty of research and books on the topic exist, but the 
information doesn’t seem to be reaching people. And since no one’s 
getting it and everybody needs it, here I am. I hope to create what 
all the “woo- woo yoni” and dry, boring academic texts haven’t yet.

Just to be clear: this book isn’t designed as the be- all, end- all of 
sex education. People teach this in different ways, and I know not 
everyone will agree with me. Use what’s here as a springboard and 
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keep learning. Your sexuality is like a fingerprint—unique among 
billions—so you will need to do a lot of self- discovery, too. I can’t 
tell you what exactly will work for you. That’s for you to find out!

This book also isn’t meant to be personal medical advice. I’m a 
doctor, but in most cases I’m not your doctor. The contents here 
are for informational and entertainment purposes only, and are not 
intended to diagnose any medical condition, replace the advice of a 
healthcare professional, or recommend any treatment. Bring your 
newfound knowledge to your physician team or therapist and work 
together so you can become as happy and healthy as possible.

My hope is simply that this book starts a conversation—with 
yourself, your partner, your doctor, or your therapist. That it helps 
you understand why you think you are broken, and to realize you 
aren’t. That it gives insight into why you’re not satisfied, what you 
can do about it, and how to communicate what you need instead. 
That it empowers you to see and do things differently from now on, 
and not just in terms of sex, but in all aspects of your life.

So if you’re ready for a wild ride—one that leads to more fun and 
fulfillment in bed and beyond—read on to learn how:

• society and the media get sex all wrong.
• the female body works, and how it is the same yet differs 

from male bodies.
• your body has a clitoris that is completely capable of enjoy-

ing pleasure—and you carry it around with you twenty- four 
hours a day (and no, there does not need to be someone 
naked next to you to use it).

• our limited definition of sex makes it all about male pleasure, 
and how to expand that definition to include female pleasure.

• a good sex life is up to you—YOU have all the power (no, 
really!).

• to communicate your needs and desires with your partner, 
and listen to them in return.
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• desire is not one thing, doesn’t often come before good sex, 
and may not be necessary at all (gasp!).

Forget about RE- claiming your sex drive. This is about claiming 
it possibly for the first time ever. Even better, in most cases, the 
answers are not outside of you in a pill, toy, technique, or potion—
they’ve always been right there with you (just like your clitoris!).

Borrowing from Glinda the Good Witch here: “You always had 
the power, my dear, you just had to learn it for yourself.” In fact, you 
will find no one is the expert in your sex life except you. Now you 
get to start to love and listen and celebrate the “sexpert of yourself ” 
that you always were. Own your authority over your sexuality. It is 
no one else’s to own.

What tone do I want to take in this book? Dry, boring 

neuroscience data expert? That turns some people off 

and it has already been done. Sarcastic, snarky, funny 

sister? Good for some, not others. Ardent feminist? Yes, 

but not in the “hater of men or society in general” kind 

of way.

As a lifelong people pleaser, I guess I just have to 

deal with the fact that not everyone is going to like this 

book. It will feel “too much” of this and “not enough” of 

that for some. If that’s you, don’t worry. I am already 

thinking those thoughts, so it won’t hurt me. If some 

of this doesn’t land well, my sincerest apologies up 

front. I cannot write a book about sex that will please 

everyone, but do know I did my best to be accurate and 

educate the way I would have wanted to be educated 

(and the way I educated myself), and I’m sorry for any 

insults or omissions. At the end of the day, I just want 

to help women and the partners who love them, and 
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make my young daughters proud that their mom tried 

to make a difference.

I understand this book may sound heteronormative 

in the sense that I am often talking to (but not 

assuming) cisgender, vulva- owning, socialized- as- 

female women. I actually believe cis- hetero women 

are ignored and sexual minorities, too. Every time I tell 

people this is my niche, they respond with, “But what 

about the men, the teenagers, the other humans?” All 

this tells me is they want to turn my attention off of my 

target audience, again confirming the bias that women 

in general don’t matter.

I want you to know I believe we should love 

whomever we want and be gendered however we feel. 

My worldview is that all are welcome here even though 

this book focuses on people who have been socialized 

as women and sleep with humans who have penises 

(for the sake of this book we’ll call them men, although 

I know that’s not always exactly accurate). However, I 

think everyone will learn something in this book.

One last thing: sex has been used against women 

since the dawn of time. I hold it very sacred that we all 

come here with a unique past, and often that includes 

trauma and abuse. I believe sex and pleasure are 

innate in everyone and we all have a right to enjoy our 

bodies. It is what we were given to experience Earth, 

the power for this lies within us, and no one can take 

that away without our permission. People can heal and 

take back their power. Trauma- informed therapy or 

coaching is an important part of many people’s journey 

to thriving and I strongly encourage this. Sometimes 

you can’t do it alone. Oh, and if I really thought I could 

write a book that wouldn’t offend anyone, either:
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1. I shouldn’t let anyone read it; or

2. It shouldn’t be about sex. 

This book is my advocacy work. When a person’s 

passion combines with helping others it is called their 

dharma. This is mine. Enjoy!



PART ONE

It’s Not Your 
Fault!
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CHAPTER ONE

Society Got It Wrong

Why do women find themselves so confused and ambiva-
lent about sex? I blame the mixed messages sent by society, 

religious traditions, the media, and other institutions that both want 
our attention and to control us. I see that power play played out in 
many ways every day.

We live in a patriarchal society—defined as a social system in 
which men hold primary power and are the dominant force in lead-
ership, moral authority, and social privilege—where a woman’s 
value is in her desirability and a man’s is in his ability to desire. Men 
are supposed to be sexual and women are supposed to be desired. 
They get to be active while we’re expected to be passive.

Desire is both a noun and a verb. As a noun, it means 

an impulse toward something that promises enjoyment 

or satisfaction in its attainment. As a verb, it means to 

strongly wish for or want something.
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That is heavy. And it just gets worse.
Society also tells us we should be sexy while passively waiting 

to attract Prince Charming—but that once he finally gets here, we 
can’t ACTUALLY want to have sex with him, because then we’re 
considered slutty and loose. Well, that is until we marry him, at 
which time we should want to have sex with him ALL THE TIME. 
And if we don’t, then we are frigid and broken.

Why would our culture tell us men should desire women 
because of our sexual desirability, and then not allow us to be sex-
ual without shaming us? Why does our value change depending 
on that availability instead of being based on our intrinsic value as 
a person and a partner? I’d like to see a world where we’re valued 
for who we are as a human being AND be able to express our own 
sexual agency.

Sadly, there’s more. We’re not supposed to desire ANYTHING 
of our own. We shouldn’t desire beauty, because then we’re vain. 
We shouldn’t desire having a job and kids, because we couldn’t 
possibly do both well. We shouldn’t shoot for the C- suite, because 
no man wants to marry someone more successful than he is. We 
shouldn’t excel at sports, because then we’re too competitive. We 
aren’t ALLOWED to desire anything, then we feel broken because 
we don’t desire anything. It’s a trap.

When was the last time you were curious about some-

thing? We kind of forget this as an adult. Kids are curious. 

They explore, then they fall down and get back up. They 

don’t beat themselves up over failing and trying again. 

Get curious about more desire in your life. What is it you 

actually want in this one amazing shot at being human? 

You deserve to desire!
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When I ask women in my clinic what they actually want, I am 
often met with a curious, blank stare. They don’t even know at this 
point. That’s not surprising given the confusing, conflicting mes-
sages women get from society about women owning their desires.

We’re taught to believe our desires make us UN- desirable, and 
that it’s selfish to want anything for ourselves. So we tamp down our 
dreams and start to accept that it’s okay to not have any desires at all. 
To cap it all off, we think we’re broken because we don’t desire the 
ONE thing we’re told we’re supposed to desire (which, remember, 
is hot, lusty passion every day once we are married in one style of 
defined penetrative sex, for all of our lives).

I know. It’s f- ed up. Don’t get me wrong, I am very thankful for 
the gifts and privileges I have been given—but to not desire more 
because I should just be happy with what I’ve been given is a pas-
sive, disempowering way for anyone to live.

Women have to deal with both slut- shaming and prude- shaming. 
Even our language is stacked against us. A man who sleeps with a 
lot of people is called “man- whore,” but there’s no such thing as a 
“woman- whore”—implying the word is inherently for women. I’m 
often referred to as a female doctor, but guys aren’t called male doc-
tors. So men get to be the default doctor and women get to be the 
default whore? Raw deal.

It comes as no surprise that the “fake news” we are fed about sex 
comes from the male perspective. What I mean by that is men are 
still making most of the movies, news, shows, and content, which 
means the narrative is written by people who don’t know the facts 
about women, and who tell the story from their perspective—what 
gets them off and what they desire. Reese Witherspoon recently 
commented that Hollywood is outdated in its repetitive, narrow ste-
reotypes, and I agree with her.5 These stereotypes aren’t our reality, 
but we accept them just the same.
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Think any of this is new? Nope. Aristotle once wrote that 

women are defective by nature. “A female is an incom-

plete male, or as it were, a deformity.”6 We’ve endured 

inferior treatment since the Greek and the Roman times, 

and probably even before then. It’s time for a cultural 

upgrade! It is time for a female narrative.

This is how society tries—and often succeeds—to control our sexu-
ality, and I’m here to point that out because we don’t often see the 
water we swim in. It’s time to take back our power. You have every 
right to want more than you feel you’ve been given permission to. 
It’s time to lay claim to your sexual life.

Undoing the Damage

We can start by throwing pretty much all of what we learned about 
sex out the window. Everything society taught us is wrong. Wow, 
that’s a big claim…everything is wrong? Well, at least close to it. 
Okay, maybe not the “sperm reaches egg and baby is made” part. 
But the rest of it, yes.

Case in point: society tells us that a penis in the vagina equals sex 
and everything else ISN’T sex (from now on, I’ll call it PIV sex, and 
no, I didn’t invent the term). Remember when President Bill Clin-
ton denied having sex with his intern? This incredibly narrow defini-
tion of sex is what allowed him to make such a preposterous claim.

PIV sex focuses on the male pleasure experience. While men 
tend to orgasm three to five minutes after vaginal penetration—
OMG yes, people do actually research and time this stuff—women 
only EVER orgasm 20 to 30 percent of the time with PIV sex, and 
certainly not in under five minutes. This doesn’t mean we’re broken. 
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It means we’re women, living in women’s bodies, needing a differ-
ent kind of arousal and sexual experience.

We have different hardware that actually works very similarly to 
men’s. Unfortunately, we aren’t taught to prioritize and stimulate it 
during our sexual activity. And if we aren’t taught this, obviously the 
penis owners missed the memo too.

So let’s start with the basics: the clitoris is our organ of pleasure. 
Women orgasm with the clitoris, not the vagina. When orgasms 
actually DO happen during PIV sex, it’s because the clitoris has 
been stimulated THROUGH the vagina (more on this later). PIV 
sex without added clitoral stimulation is sex that prioritizes male 
pleasure and leaves women with less pleasure. (Now, not to jump 
ahead to Advanced Orgasm Graduate School, but some women 
have been able to orgasm by just thinking their way there, or by 
stroking a nipple, earlobe, or other body part of choice—but that, 
number one, is beyond the scope of this book, and two, only goes 
to prove that the brain is VERY important when it comes to sex.)

Are the psych majors among us thinking about Freud right 
now, and how he said vaginal orgasms were “mature” and clitoral 
orgasms were “infantile”? The fact is, the only women having “vagi-
nal orgasms” are having them because of clitoral stimulation. Yet 
women back then actually had surgeries to move their clitorises 
closer to their vaginas because Freud said they were deficient for 
not orgasming with vaginal penetration. Not only was that painful 
and unnecessary, but it was downright dangerous because there 
were no antibiotics to treat the inevitable resulting infections. No 
one—especially Freud—should lie to women and men by telling 
them their bodies should work in ways they don’t.

While we’re on the topic of female orgasm…unlike the speedier 
male experience of three to five minutes after vaginal penetration, 
it takes women anywhere from thirteen to fifty minutes (depend-
ing on the study) to orgasm during partnered sex. Those orgasms 
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happen far more consistently through oral sex, hands, and toys than 
PIV sex. Why? Because all those tongues, hands, and toys are focus-
ing on the clitoris.

A recent study focused on how long it took women to orgasm 
after already being “intensely aroused,” defined as an “intense desire 
for sex in presence of erotic stimuli.” Results showed the average 
timeframe then was 13.4 minutes, +/-  7.67 minutes. In that research, 
68 percent of women said intercourse alone was insufficient to reach 
orgasm.7

In case you’re wondering: yes, women orgasm much faster when 
doing it alone. Sex researcher Alfred Kinsey discovered it takes 
women about four minutes to orgasm through masturbation. I per-
sonally know women who can do it in less than a minute. Why is 
that? Because women know what works for them when they are 
alone.

It is a myth that women take longer. It is a truth that women take 
longer when their pleasure isn’t prioritized (usually in a heterosex-
ual scenario). Side note: rushing to orgasm isn’t the goal in general, 
in case you missed that point. It’s not a race. Allow your partner 
to spend the appropriate amount of time focusing on your pleasure 
and you’ll be amazed by the results.

If you hate the term masturbation—maybe you were 

taught it’s wrong (for many reasons, one being that 

women are supposed to “save” their sexuality for their 

partner), or if you touched yourself you’d end up in hell 

or just be a “bad girl”—perhaps you’ll prefer this term for 

it: self- cultivation. Sounds fancy, right? (I got it from one 

of those “woo- woo” books.) Like you’re getting to know 

your body and mind—which you are. Like you are indulg-

ing in some well- earned self- care. If that’s the case, don’t 
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masturbate, self- cultivate! Also, self- cultivating is some-

thing you do alone. Nobody’s watching you or judging you. 

No one needs to give you permission to self- cultivate. It 

is natural and healthy (many studies have been done on 

this). But if you need permission from a doctor—got you! 

Permission granted.

In his 1953 report, Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, Kin-
sey wrote, “There is widespread opinion that the female is slower 
than the male in her sexual responses, but the masturbatory data 
do not support that opinion. The average male may take something 
between two and three minutes to reach orgasm unless he delib-
erately prolongs his activity, and a calculation of the median time 
required would probably show that he responds not more than 
some seconds faster than the average female. It is true that the aver-
age female responds more slowly than the average male in coitus, 
but this seems to be due to the ineffectiveness of the usual coital 
techniques.” Shere Hite echoed his conclusion in her groundbreak-
ing 1976 book, The Hite Report. “It is, obviously, only during inad-
equate or secondary, insufficient stimulation like intercourse that 
we take ‘longer’ and need prolonged ‘foreplay.’…Women don’t need 
‘foreplay’ in masturbation to orgasm.”

See what I told you about none of this being new information? 
Kinsey was telling people way back in 1953 that PIV sex doesn’t do 
it for most women. Hite came along and reiterated that in 1976. And 
both agreed that the “fact” that women take longer to orgasm than 
men is actually just more fake news. We only take longer in hetero-
sexual relationships that prioritize PIV sex over all other methods, 
and his orgasm over hers. Otherwise, NO, we are not inherently less 
arousable or more difficult to please, so stop “shoulding” on yourself 
for not having orgasmic pleasure fast or at all with PIV sex.
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On my Instagram Lives, women often ask me, “Why can’t 
women just have orgasms faster during sex?” The answer is, because 
we don’t have penises we’re putting in vaginas. If you’re in the mood 
for a quickie, self- cultivate, teach your guy what works for you (after 
you have figured it out yourself by trial and error and compassionate 
curiosity), or bring toys into the bedroom to help you both along.

Also, why is this a goddamn race? Oh America, land of the five- 
minute home loan. Sigh. It’s in our blood. Why are we trying to rush 
this experience like a “to- do” list? What’s wrong with taking more 
time? What’s wrong with more pleasure? Orgasms are easier when 
we are enjoying the process. When time management is the goal 
instead of pleasure, don’t wonder where your orgasm went.

And as for the follow- up question, “Well then, why aren’t we 
built to have orgasms with penises in our vagina?” One theory about 
why our pleasure bits are on the outside is that the woman needs to 
feel good and willing to put something in the vagina, which is what 
allows us to reproduce. Basically, we evolved to get our pleasure 
first. Modern people seem to have forgotten this fact and rush into 
what we have been taught “sex” is too quickly.

In another recent study, participants were asked to focus on the 
woman and her pleasure for at least twenty minutes. Here the rate of 
female orgasm goes up to 90 percent. Women’s bodies need a little 
bit more time in partnered hetero sex, and do just great given that 
time. So why do we keep striving for a graduate degree in penis- in- 
the- vagina sex? A PhD in PIV? Ha!

Yeah, I know. Hopefully you are feeling loved and feeling seen 
and we have just gotten started.

If you are upset or bothered by not having an orgasm 

through vaginal penetration, it does not mean that you 

have sexual dysfunction. It means you didn’t get an edu-
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cation that kindly told you that the clitoris is why women 

orgasm, and sometimes the clitoris is activated through 

the vagina, but that isn’t the only or “gold standard” way. 

You also didn’t get told that about 70 percent of women 

don’t orgasm through vaginal penetration alone. So, you 

don’t need a pill, and you should immediately stop taking 

on the burden of feeling crappy about yourself when, in 

fact, it is society that did a crappy job of 1) not teaching 

you in the first place and 2) allowing you to feel like you 

need to be fixed. You can still have an orgasm with PIV 

sex, but make sure to play with the clitoris and the tissue 

under the labia majora (which is also part of the clitoris) 

first. Get your erectile tissue involved. Experiment to find 

out what positions work better than others and get hands, 

mouth, lube, and/or vibrators involved.

You’re More than Enough—and Never Too Much

In society, women are constantly bombarded with people telling us 
we’re not enough. That can have a devastating effect on our confi-
dence and self- worth, especially when it comes to sex. For example, 
I recently had a patient come to see me at my urology clinic. Before 
I started my exam, she apologized profusely. She said, “Just so you 
know, it’s really ugly down there. I’m so sorry you have to look at it.”

I told her, “I look at labias every day. I’ve probably seen thou-
sands at this point. I’ll be happy to let you know where you land on 
my ‘labial bell curve.’”

I did the exam and found her labia to be very average. Boring. 
Middle of the road. Happily forgettable. There was nothing abnor-
mal there. There wasn’t even anything interesting about it.
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I told her, “You’re wonderfully average. Top of the bell curve for 
you!”

Her husband said, “See, I told you! It’s absolutely fine.”
My patient was blown away. In happy tears, she explained that 

her ex- husband told her it was ugly at the beginning of their rela-
tionship and she’d been hanging onto that thought ever since. How 
sad to realize she’d limited her pleasure and sexuality for decades 
over a mean comment (and by a non- vulvar expert), who, if he did 
have a bell curve of his own, was likely limited to a few individuals 
or media with “production- quality labias” on it).

Screw that ex- husband and his judgment. My patient and her 
labia were PERFECT—as in, perfectly normal.

And what about the opposite: when society tells us we’re TOO 
MUCH? A sexually confident woman is equally challenged by the 
rules. Think Angelina Jolie here. She’s so sexy, she’s seen as almost 
scary. Society sets it up so we just can’t win.

One last soapbox moment and I’ll stop (for now): our culture 
and the media make it seem like only hot, young, thin, able- bodied 
people should have sex. The truth is, sex is for everyone, and that 
includes the elderly, differently abled, obese, not conventionally 
attractive, bi, gay, trans, nonbinary, straight, skinny, people with 
ostomies, neurodivergent, and everyone else on Earth. All human 
beings are inherently sexual beings. (Technically, researchers think 
1 to 2 percent of people are truly asexual, but I digress.)

Once you start to see the miseducation women receive and how 
it affects their relationships with themselves and their partners, you 
can’t unsee it. Understanding and acknowledging how our society 
treats women and their sexuality is the first step to changing the 
paradigm. We all have to deal with—and reject—the thoughts that 
have been instilled in us by society, religion, our families, and peo-
ple who don’t have our best interests at heart. Are you actually fine 
not touching your clitoris just because somebody told you not to do 
it in seventh grade?
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Break free of wherever that voice came from and make up your 
own mind what to believe. Be curious. What if there isn’t one “right 
way” to be sexual? What if there’s a different way that makes you feel 
whole, seen, supported, confident, and sexy while receiving or giv-
ing pleasure? The answer to all that is inside of you. Let’s go there.

The brain is our biggest sex organ, so it has to be included in 
this equation or everything else is going to fail. Hormones are quite 
important, but they aren’t the holy grail in absentia of everything 
else. Supplements, self- cultivation, and fancy biodegradable, earth- 
friendly vibrators (yes, they exist) won’t make a difference if we’re 
still thinking the same way about sex. Success will only come when 
we change our views, what we’re worthy of, and what we deserve. 
We can’t enjoy wonderful sex until we take back the power and own 
our sexuality, ask for what we need, and accept and love ourselves 
for the miracles we are.

I want you to know it’s perfectly okay to feel broken—we come 
by that easily because of what society tells us—but you didn’t get 
here because you’re broken. You got here because of people’s unwill-
ingness to tell the truth. I want to help you challenge and throw all 
those worthless thoughts away and learn new ways of thinking and 
being. Let’s work together to establish a newer, healthier view of sex 
than the one we received the first time around.

SOCIETAL LIES

We all grew up with “collective belief systems,” where 

a collective belief is adopted by a group as a means 

to realizing the group’s goals. Certainly, our society 

has goals to control a person’s sexuality—especially 

women. How many of these lies did you learn about 

sex? How many do you still believe? Hint: none are real, 

true, or right.
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It’s time to be more open to what sexuality is. Some 

of these may still feel very “truthy” to you, but our 

power is unleashed when we realize these beliefs 

aren’t facts. We are able to become more open, flexible, 

and let the “fact- y beliefs” go.

1. Heterosexual sex is the “correct way” to have sex.

a. There is even a “correct way” to have sex.

2. Monogamy is the only way to be in a sexual 

relationship.

3. “Sex” means penetrative vaginal sex exclusively.

4. Men should be sexual all the time and women are 

not allowed to be (but then when they aren’t, they 

have low desire and that’s a problem, too).

5. Women should save their sexuality for a 

committed relationship.

6. There are two genders and no spectrum. Each 

gender needs to conform fully to the way society 

says they should act (passive sexually, or 

pursuant sexually).

7. People over fifty don’t engage in sex.

8. People with disabilities don’t have sex.

9. Women can’t—and shouldn’t—be too sexual.

10. If women don’t want sex, they are frigid.

11. Women should always be available for sex, even if 

they don’t want sex right now.

12. Women don’t have their own sexual preferences 

(they should simply like PIV sex).

13. Women need to “just” sleep with their husbands 

because they are married (like it is in a job 

description), even if they don’t want to. Saying no 

results in negative consequences.

14. Teens shouldn’t have sex or self- cultivate.
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15. Masturbation is bad. Well, but not for men.

16. Two people in a sexual relationship should have 

the same level of desire.

a. And the low desire person is the problem.

17. Sexual needs, desires, and fantasies should be 

stable throughout your life—in other words, what 

got you off then should get you off now. (Side note: 

boy, did Ethan Hawke get me desirous in Reality 

Bites, but now that I am a grown- ass woman, 

I look back at his character and he smoked, 

was unemployed, and had a completely crappy 

outlook on life, which is a total current turnoff. 

But to redeem the actor, Hawke identifies as a 

feminist and has criticized “the movie business 

[being] such a boys’ club.” So circle back to how 

Hollywood hurts women by depicting sex so poorly 

and it looks like Mr. Hawke is on our side. Okay, 

hot again.)

18. Fantasies are bad, abnormal, and dirty.

19. Women should spontaneously desire sex after a 

long day when they are physically and emotionally 

drained.

20. You should always want sex more than wanting 

sleep.

21. You should desire sex in the months to years after 

having a baby.

22. Having a good sex life is hard.


